I Want Crazy
Count: 24
Wall: 2
Level: Low Intermediate
Choreographer: Jessica Carlson (Sept 2013)
Music: "I Want Crazy" by Hunter Hayes

Starts with the words (16 count intro)
Side rock recover, triple full turn
1,2
Rock R to R (1), Recover L (2)
Step R (3), L (&), R (4) while doing full turn over right shoulder (you will move slightly
3&4
to the L) **
5,6
Rock L(5), out to L, Recover R (6)
7&8
Step L (7), R (&), L (8) while doing full turn over left shoulder ** (12:00)
**Option – turns can be removed and a “behind-side-front can be substituted.
First turn would be right behind, left side and right front.
Second turn would be left behind, right side and left front.
Jazz box with ¼ turn (2x)
Step R over L(1), then L foot back (2), Turn ¼ R, stepping R to R (3), Step L forward
1,2,3,4
(4) (3:00)
Step R over L(5), then L foot back (6), Turn ¼ R, stepping R to R (7), Step L forward
5,6,7,8
(8) (6:00)
** Option: you can put in “crazy turns” during chorus (wall 5, 10 and 14), he says crazy during this
part, raise hands and shake while turning around, be sure to end up facing the opposite wall. (2 ½
revolutions)
Kick and Point, walk, full spin
1&2
Kick R (1), step R next to L (&), Point L to L (2)
3&4
Kick L (3), Step L next to R (&), Point R to R (4)
5,6
Walk forward R (5), L(6)
7,8
Step forward R, do full turn over L shoulder (7), Step forward L (8) (6:00)**
** Side note, to make easier remove the turn on 7. Make this part bouncy, add your own flavor.
Dance ends right after the first 8 counts, facing the back wall, add an extra half spin and end
crossing right foot over left.
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